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March 2014 Events

A Beautiful Mind
A four part class series on Joy, Loving 
kindness, Equanimity, Compassion
Led by Spring Washam
4 Mondays: March 3, 10, 17, 24 
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm

The four Brahma-Viharas, also translated as the four heavenly 
abodes, represent the most beautiful and benevolent aspects 
of our human nature. As a result, the boundless states of 
loving-kindness, compassion, appreciative joy and equanimity 
manifest as forces of purification, transforming the turbulent 
heart into a refuge of calm, focused awareness.

They are mindfulness practices that protect the mind from 
falling into habitual patterns of reactivity that undermine 
our sincerest intentions to be happy. Also referred to as mind 
liberating practices, they 
awaken powerful healing 
energies, which brighten 
and lift the mind to 
increasing levels of clarity. 
In this daylong we will 
practice cultivating these 
beautiful qualities and 
ground them in the practice 
of insight meditation.

Transforming Ourselves, 
Transforming the World
A discussion with Professor john powell and 
Larry Yang  
Wednesday, March 5, 6:30 pm – 8:30 pm

The practice of Mindfulness deepens our insight into truth 
about ourselves and the conditions in which we live. In creating 
the peace and openness within our own hearts and minds, we 
can fully be engaged in creating the peace and justice that the 
world so urgently needs. 

Please join john a. powell, internationally recognized expert 
and scholar in the areas of civil rights and civil liberties, and 
Larry Yang, core dharma teacher at EBMC, with other social 
justice activists in weaving the power of mindfulness into social 
justice practice.

Coming Out to — Freedom
A Day of Meditation for Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex, Queer, Same-
Gender-Loving communities
Led by Larry Yang 
Saturday, March 8, 9:30 am – 4:30 pm

The Buddha gave us the jewel of the Third Refuge of 
Sangha or community. Join us for a day of spiritual practice 
through sitting, walking, eating, movement, and Dharma 
discussions. We will 
explore meditations on 
mindfulness and loving-
kindness in the Theravada 
Buddhist tradition. 

As a community, we will 
explore how our Queer 
identities are a part of our 
spiritual path to liberation 
and freedom. New and 
experienced practitioners 
are welcomed.

Interconnected: Being Mindful & 
White in a Multicultural World
A class series for white people with Kitsy 
Schoen and Christopher Bowers
2 Wednesday evenings & 2 weekend daylongs 
March 12: 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm 
March 16: 10:00 am – 4:00 pm 
March 22: 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
March 26: 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm

Mindfulness practices are incomplete if they don’t include the 
investigation of social injustices and the ways we inadvertently 
perpetuate the system in our unexamined behaviors and 
beliefs. Social justice and anti-racism efforts can cause harm if 
they don’t include the wisdom and understanding that comes 
from mindfulness and compassion practices.

In this class series we will support each other in addressing 
our own racism and white privilege using both multicultural 
theories and tools along with Buddhist teachings and practices.
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Going Deeper in the Dharma: 
A Group for Experienced 
Practitioners
March session led by Anushka Fernandopulle
Saturday, March 15, 9:30 am – 12:30 pm

Are you an experienced practitioner looking to deepen and 
broaden your Dharma? Do you feel a need to connect with 
spiritual friends who have been on the path of the Dharma for 
awhile?

Bring your practice and your love for the Dharma to a 
monthly group for experienced practitioners. We will practice 
meditation together without explicit guidance (for this 
workshop it is assumed that you have a practice going already).  
There will be a dharma talk and small group discussions about 
more in depth Dharma topics.

Opening the Heart through the 
Buddha’s Teachings: Family 
Practice Class Series
Led by Shahara Godfrey, Baruch Golden, 
Michele Ku and guest teachers
Saturdays: March 22, April 19, May 17 
10:00 am – 12:30 pm

We invite you to a Dharma Family Practice Class Series for 
families with elementary age children. We will offer the 
Buddha’s teachings and mindful practices for the children and 
adults that can be practiced at home. Parents/caregivers and 
young people will meet together and separately during the 
class.  We will explore bringing the Dharma to our daily lives 
through story, sharing, art and mindfulness practices.  We 
are committed to creating a diverse family sangha.  No prior 
experience is necessary. 

We ask families to commit and register for the whole class 
series (3 classes).

Mindfully Aging Our Way to 
Freedom, Fun, and Wisdom — 
A Daylong for the Elderly
A one-day retreat with Charlie Johnson and 
Jim Willems
Sunday, March 23, 10:00 am – 4:00 pm

Aging is a continuing process that began at birth.  However, 
the psychological and physiological changes become more 
noticeable with age and can lead to feelings of depression 
and despair.  But just as a child learns to walk, the elderly can 
learn to live with diminished 
energy and function.  The 
Buddha’s teachings can 
help us accept aging as the 
natural process it is.  To the 
extent we do, the energy 
otherwise spent on denial 
and depression can be 
used to fill our lives with 
meaningful endeavors, 
tenderness, and joy.  Come 
add your voice to teachings 
and frank discussions about 
aging mindfully.

Compassionate Liberation from 
Suffering: The Buddha’s Teachings 
on the Four Noble Truths
A daylong with Mushim 
Saturday, March 29, 10:00 am – 4:30 pm

The Four Noble Truths offer a way that you can understand 
and live a life of true happiness and heart connection with 
everything around and within you, including your own 
emotions and life experiences. The Buddha’s first teachings 
were the Four Noble Truths. In these teachings, he addressed 

human suffering and 
oppression, analyzed their 
root causes, and described 
the path of liberation 
from suffering. Dharma 
talks, interactive exercises, 
journaling, meditation 
and optional readings. 
Beginners in meditation 
are welcome.

Free Your Heart
A Transformational Workshop for Exploring 
Love and Connection
Led by Spring Washam
Sunday, March 30, 9:30 am – 5:30 pm  

The potential exists in every human being to love 
without defenses or fear, so that true intimacy — direct, 
unobstructed, heart-to-heart connection with ourselves and 
others — becomes a way of life. We can learn to share, one 
heart to another, through the power of unconditional love.  
We can become more whole in ourselves so that we can be 
energized and empowered on our paths. Barriers to authentic 
connection occur due to unconscious fears that are rooted in 
the past. This workshop will provide safe, nurturing space to 
explore those fears and barriers. The workshop will include 
powerful interactive group processes, periods of meditation, 
sacred music, movement, and group discussion.
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Christopher Bowers is a social worker, writer 
and co-founder of Racial Justice Allies of 
Sonoma County and Campus Allies for Racial 
Responsibility. He also hosts a blog about 
white privilege (www.whitepriv.blogspot.
com). Christopher has facilitated workshops 
on whiteness and developing ally practices 
He is especially interested in exploring how 

spirituality can promote social responsibility. 

Anushka Fernandopulle has trained in 
the Theravada Buddhist tradition for over 
20 years. Anushka is a member of the Spirit 
Rock Teacher’s Council, the teaching team 
at SF Insight, and is the main teacher for the 
SF LGBT Sangha. Anushka teaches Vipassana 
meditation around the US. Anushka also 
works with individuals as a leadership/

personal coach and with organizations as an organizational 
development consultant and facilitator. More about her dharma 
teaching and work can be found at www.anushkaf.org

Shahara Godfrey, Ph.D., has trained in the 
Theravada Buddhist tradition for over 20 
years. Other influences have been spiritual 
teachers from various cultures and traditions 
as well as the creative arts. She is a graduate of 
the Community Dharma Leaders and Path of 
Engagement programs at Spirit Rock.

Baruch Golden is a long-time practitioner, 
hospice RN and mindfulness teacher. He 
teaches mindfulness practices to children in 
elementary, middle and high school for the 
non-profit Mindful Schools, leads medita-
tion groups in San Francisco jails and offers 
dharma talks at many Bay Area sanghas. He 
is a graduate of Community Dharma Leaders’ 

Program in 2012 at Spirit Rock and the Buddhist Chaplaincy 
Training Program at the Sati Center of Buddhist Studies in 
Redwood City.

Mushim (Patricia) Ikeda is a nationally 
known Buddhist teacher, writer, and multi-
cultural community activist. She has taught 
residential mindfulness meditation retreats 
for people of color, social justice activists, and 
women and she is guiding teacher of EBMC’s 
Practice in Transformative Action yearlong 
program. See www.mushim.wordpress.com

Charlie Johnson teaches Mindfulness Based 
Stress Reduction, yoga, qigong, meditation, 
and the Dharma in the greater San Francisco 
Bay Area. He has been practicing meditation 
and yoga since 1972 and teaching for over 
fifteen years. He has served on the EBMC 
Leadership Sangha and the Spirit Rock 
Meditation Center’s Board of Directors.

Michele Ku is a long-term Vipassana practi-
tioner and a parent. She teaches Mindfulness 
Based Stress Reduction to adults at Kaiser 
Oakland. She also has taught mindfulness 
to children in elementary schools through 
Mindful Schools. She is co-founder and peer 
leader of a small family sangha for families of 
color and multi-racial families in the east bay 

facilitated by parents. She is a graduate of Spirit Rock Meditation 
Center’s Community Dharma Leaders Program in 2012. Her main 
spiritual practice is bringing mindfulness to everyday life and 
within the family.

john a. powell is an internationally recog-
nized expert and scholar in the areas of civil 
rights and civil liberties and a wide range of 
issues including race, structural racism, eth-
nicity, housing, poverty, and democracy. In 
addition to being a Professor of Law, African 
American Studies, and Ethnic Studies at the 
University of California, Berkeley, Professor 

powell holds the Robert D. Haas Chancellor’s Chair in Equity and 
Inclusion, and serves as the Director of the Haas Institute for a 
Fair and Inclusive Society. In addition to having founded and 
directed various Institutes across the nation, Professor powell 
has taught at numerous law schools, including Harvard and 
Columbia University, and has authored of several books, includ-
ing his most recent work, Racing to Justice: Transforming our 
Concepts of Self and Other to Build an Inclusive Society. 

Kitsy Schoen, LCSW is on the Leadership 
Sangha and a Core Teacher at EBMC. Kitsy 
provides organizational consultation, work-
shops, and trainings on issues of oppression 
and privilege. She is passionate student of the 
intersection of mindfulness and multicultural 
awareness. 

Spring Washam is a meditation and dharma 
teacher based in Oakland, California. She 
was trained by Jack Kornfield and now leads 
Vipassana and Metta retreats throughout the 
country. Spring is one of the founders of the 
East Bay Meditation Center in Oakland where 
she teaches daylong retreats and weekly 
classes. She is also a member of the Spirit Rock 

Teachers Council. Spring is considered a pioneer in bringing 
mindfulness based healing practices to inner city communities. 
In addition she has extensive training in indigenous healing 
practices and works with students individually from around the 
world. Visit her web site at www.springwasham.com

Teacher bios continued on next page
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Jim Willems teaches vipassana and jhana 
meditations. He began practicing meditation 
in 1960 while he was bedridden with an auto-
immune illness for six months. He was given 
permission to teach meditation by Anagarika 
Munindra and Joseph Goldstein in 1994. He 
believes the Dharma has made it possible for 
him to live with high levels of constant pain. 

Having had a prostectomy for cancer, he understands the emo-
tional impact of a significant change in sexual function.

Larry Yang teaches meditation national-
ly, and has spent much energy to deepen 
Dharma teachings within multicultural 
communities. Larry is a core teacher of EBMC. 
He is on the Teachers’ Council and the Board 
at Spirit Rock Meditation Center, and is the 
Guiding Teacher of Insight Community of the 
Desert in Palm Springs, CA. Larry is trained as 

a psychotherapist and has spent six months as a Buddhist monk 
in Thailand. He considers retreat practice, family practice, liveli-
hood practice, and householder practice all integral to a spiritual 
path towards Freedom. He is one of the teachers who coordinate 
the Community Dharma Leadership training program cultivating 
future leadership in the dharma.

TEACHER BIOS continued

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Registration 
Space is limited & registration is required. Register at  
www.eastbaymeditation.org or email admin@ 
eastbaymeditation.org for registration information.

Dana 
The teachings are regarded as priceless. So they are offered 
without a fee. You are invited to support the teachings and 
our efforts by contributing voluntary donations (the practice 
of “Dana”) for the expenses of the meditation center and the 
support of the teachers.

Fragrance-Free Policy  
In order to protect the health of community members 
with environmental illness, please do not wear fragranced 
products (including “natural” fragrances) or clothes 
laundered in fragranced products to EBMC.

EBMC is wheelchair accessible.


